
GENERAL
Highest quality sink fabricated of #18 (1.2mm) gauge, type 304
(18-8) nickel-bearing stainless steel. With his colorful 
personality and signature sophisticated style, Jamie Drake has
created a fresh take on classic forms for kitchens that feel
amusing, elegant, and anything but boring. Jamie Drake exclu-
sive pattern applied to the back wall of the sink. Undermount.

DESIGN FEATURES
Bowl Depth: Slopes 8-1/2" (216mm) to 9" (229mm).
Finish: Exposed surfaces have a polished satin finish.
Underside: Fully protected by heavy duty Sound Guard®

undercoating designed to reduce condensation and dampen
sound.

OTHER
Drain Opening: 3-1/2" (89mm).
All Elkay undermount sinks are designed to affix to the under-
side of any solid surface countertop.
Sink complies with ASME A112.19.3-08/CSA B45.4-08.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Drain: LK99.
Mounting Clip: LKUCLIP8 (2 packages required).
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This specification describes an Elkay product with design, quality and functional benefits to the
user. When making a comparison of other producers’ offerings, be certain these features are not
overlooked.

SINK DIMENSIONS*

Design Inspirations  by Jamie Drake 
Undermount Sink 

Model DSGNR33189

®

SPECIFICATIONS

LKDC55 Drain Cover

Minimum
Model Overall Inside Bowl Cutout in Cabinet

Number L W L W D Countertop Size

DSGNR33189 321/2 18 301/2 16 81/2 to     9 See 36
(826mm) (457mm) (775mm) (406mm) (216mm)    (229mm) Template** (914mm)

*Length is left to right. Width is front to back.
**Template is packed with every sink.

1/8" (3mm) Countertop
Overhang

MOUNTING CLIP
LKUCLIP8 
(NOT FURNISHED)

COUNTERTOP

SILICONE CAULK
(NOT FURNISHED)

SINK

1/8" (3mm)
(APPROX.)
OVERHANG

1-3/8"
(35mm)

FASTENER
(NOT FURNISHED)

32-1/2"
(826mm)

30-1/2"
(775mm)

16"
(406mm)

18"
(457mm)

8-1/2"
(216mm)

9"
(229mm)


